Faster de novo mutation of SARS-CoV-2 in shipboard quarantine
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Abstract

Objective To examine transmission and evolution of SARS-CoV-2 in shipboard quarantine.

Methods 28 specimens of COVID-19 patients from the cruise with a 3 week quarantine period were collected in USA and Japan from February 10 to February 25, 2020. The full genome sequences of SARS-CoV-2 are available on GISAID. Viral transmission and evolution dynamics were analyzed using computational tools of phylogenetics, natural selection pressure, and genetic linkage.

Findings The SARS-CoV-2 outbreak in the cruise appears to have originated from either a single primary case with viral sequence identical to WIV04 isolates, or simultaneously with the other primary case with G11083T mutation. 24 new viral mutations are present in 64.2% (18/28) patient samples in the cruise, and the virus has already evolved into at least five subgroups. Viral transmission occurred more commonly between these subgroups. Accelerated mutation and increased positive selection of SARA-CoV-2 are statistically significant during the quarantine (Tajima’s $D$: -2.03, $p$<0.01; Fu and Li’s $D$: -2.66, $p$<0.01; and Zeng’s $E$: -2.37, $p$<0.01). Linage disequilibrium analysis confirmed that RNA recombination with G11083T mutation also contributes to the increase of mutations among the viral progeny.

Conclusion Despite the fact that the quarantine reduced infections, this study shows faster mutation of SARS-CoV-2 shipboard. This is also the first evidence that de novo RNA recombination accelerates SARA-CoV-2 evolution under positive selection pressure. Therefore, health authorities need to revise quarantine protocols in close-quarter environments.
Introduction

On December 31 of 2019, Chinese authorities alerted the World Health Organization (WHO) of an outbreak of a novel coronavirus causing severe illness with pneumonia-like symptoms, which was later named SARS-CoV-2.\(^1\) The outbreak was declared a Public Health Emergency of International Concern on 30 January 2020, and WHO declared COVID-19 a pandemic on March 11, 2020\(^2\). As of April 4, 2020, more than 1.2 million COVID-19 cases have been confirmed worldwide. The virus has killed over 65,000 people, although many asymptomatic cases also likely exist without diagnosis.

Immediately after the epidemic of COVID-19 began, scientists from various countries sequenced the SARS-CoV-2 genome and made the data available to researchers in GISAID worldwide. The viral genomic sequences have indicated that the number of COVID-19 cases increased due to human to human transmission likely after a single introduction into the human population\(^3\). Many scientists used this sequencing data to explore the origins and evolution of SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV and related bat coronavirus \(\text{Ra}l\text{T3}\). Importantly no evidence was found to support the hypothesis that SARS-CoV-2 was engineered\(^3\).

SARS-CoV-2 evolves quickly through random nucleotide substitutions. Since, only five mutations varied in the nucleotide sequences of the SARS-CoV-2 isolates also suggest short infection history in humans\(^4\). So far more than 131 mutations SARS-CoV-2 have been found, including mutations in 149 sites across the 103 sequenced strains. Ancestral states for 43 synonymous, 83 non-synonymous, and two stop-gain mutations were unambiguously inferred\(^5\). Tang et al. categorized SARS-CoV-2 genomes into two major types based on the nucleotide 28,144 as T or C (L- or S-type, respectively) after
evolution. Over the length of nearly 30,000-base-pair genome, SARS-CoV-2 accumulates an average of about one to two mutations per month

On January 25, 2020, a passenger disembarked a cruise ship in Hong Kong and on February 1 they tested positive for SARS-CoV-2. The ship docked in Yokohama, Japan, on February 3 for quarantine and isolation. Among 3,711 cruise passengers and crew, 712 (19.2%) had been tested positive for SARS-CoV-2, and 331 (46.5%) were asymptomatic at the time of testing. Among 381 symptomatic patients, 37 (9.7%) required intensive care, and nine (1.3%) were deceased. As of March 13, among 428 U.S. passengers and crew, 107 (25.0%) had positive test results; 11 U.S. passengers remained hospitalized in Japan, including seven in serious condition.

However, whether the shipboard quarantine creates favorable environment for viral mutation remains unclear. Moreover, the evolution process of SARS-CoV-2 has been not closely observed. Yet, cruise ships present an ideal static population to measure the viral phylodynamics from the COVID-19 outbreak, providing the first insight into the de novo evolution of SARS-CoV-2 in a closed population.

**Methods**

**Data resources**

A total of 28 viral nasopharyngeal or oropharyngeal swab specimens isolated from the cruise patients from February 10 to February 25 were collected (Table 1). Viral genomes were Sanger sequenced with Nanopore MiniON and Illumina MinSeq. Sequence assembly was completed using minimap software, version 2.17 (Minion), Buroow-Wheeler-Aligner (BWA), version 0.7.17 (Illumina), and Sequencher software, version 5.4.6 (Sanger). The viral sequence of deceased case 27 was sequenced using NextSeq500
(Illumina) at 1500 X mean coverage and assembled with A5-miniseq software, version 20140604. Viral sequences and sequencing methods are deposited and available in GISAID (Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data; https://www.gisaid.org/) and GenBank (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank) at (1) Pathology Discovery, Respiratory Viruses Branch, Division of Virus Diseases, Centers for Disease Control (CDC), Atlanta, USA (case 1 to 26, case 20 was missing in the record); (2) Department of Pathology of Toshima Hospital, and Pathogen Genomics Center of National Institute of Infectious Diseases, Tokyo, Japan (case 27); and (3) Department of Microbiology, Kanagawa Prefectural Institute of Public Health, Kanagawa, Japan (case 28 and 29).

Sequences and annotations of the reference genomes of SARS-CoV-2 isolates PBCAMS-WH-04, WIV04, Hu-1, and WHU01 (access number MT019532, MN996528, NC045512, and MN98868) were downloaded from GenBank or GISAID.

**Statistical and phylogenetics analyses**

FASTA files of viral sequences were aligned using MAFFT 7 (https://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/server/index.html). Phylogenetic relationships between viral sequences were analyzed using the neighbor-joining method and Jukes-Cantor substitution model with setting bootstrap resampling number as 5. The rectangular phylogenetic tree was generated using Archaeopteryx with Java plugin. For radial phylogenetic tree, the tree file was first exported as Newick format by MAFFT, the cladogram was transformed and displayed by FigTree software, version 1.4.2 (Andrew Rambaut, tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree). Rooting an unrooted tree was done by introducing an outgroup virus, which is bat SARS-like coronavirus WIV16 (accession number KT444582).
To determine whether virus genome polymorphisms, undergo neutral or non-neutral evolution, MEGA7 software was used to calculate Tajima’s $D$ test of neutrality\textsuperscript{11}, which compares the number of segregating sites per site with the nucleotide diversity (the mean pairwise difference between sequences). Fu and Li’s $D$ (comparison of the number of derived singleton mutations and the mean pairwise) and Zeng’s $E$ values were measured using online PopSc calculator (popsc.chenshiyi.com)\textsuperscript{12-14}.

To determine the linkage disequilibrium (LD) of SARS-CoV-2 genomes, 148 SARS-CoV-2 genomic sequences from GISAID was first converted using SNP_tools plug-in in Microsoft Excel\textsuperscript{15}. The values of $D'$ (The coefficient of linkage disequilibrium/ $D_{\text{max}}$), LOD (log of the odds of there being LD between two loci), and $r^2$ (squared coefficient of correlation) were measured and plotted by HaploView software, version 4.1.\textsuperscript{16} In the absence of evolutionary forces or natural selection, the $D'$ converges to zero along the time axis at a rate depending on the magnitude of the recombination rate between the two loci. Chi-square test was used to examine if LD is statistically significant. For RNA recombination, confidence bounds were plotted by HaploView, based on the default algorithm proposed by Gabriel et al.\textsuperscript{17}, for which 95% confidence bounds on $D'$ are generated. Pairs are thought to be in “strong LD” if the one-sided upper 95% confidence bound is $> 0.98$ (that is, consistent with no historical recombination) and the lower bound is above 0.7. Conversely, “strong evidence for historical recombination” is defined if pairs for which the upper confidence bound on $D'$ is less than 0.9. A "spine" of strong LD running from one marker to another along the legs of the triangle in the LD chart was searched to determine the block\textsuperscript{16}. Haplotypes are estimated using an accelerated expectation-maximization algorithm similar to the partition/ligation method\textsuperscript{18}. This
creates highly accurate population frequency estimates of the phased haplotypes based on the maximum likelihood as determined from the unphased input.

Results

New viral mutations in the cruise

There are 28 specimens with viral sequences available so far, including 25 samples from USA and 3 samples from Japan. The detail information of virus name, accession ID, specimen source, collection date, and mutations from the cruise cases are listed in Table 1. Genetic variations of viral sequences are present in 71.4% (20/28) samples. The sequences of case 3, 5, 9, 13, 15, 16, 19, 22 are completely identical to the Wuhan isolates PBCAMS-WH-04, WIV04, Hu-1, and WHU01 (access number MT019532, MN996528, NC045512, and MN98868). Except for the G11083T mutation, a total of 24 new substitution mutations were identified (Table 1 and Figure 1A). Nine synonymous mutations (C1385T, T9157C, C10036T, C10507T, G11410A, C11956T, G28378T, C29230T, C29635T) are present in the viral protein coding region. Eleven mutations (C3099T, G3259T, C3738T, A5845T, C6636T, C9474T, C11750T, C22033A, G22104T, C28409T, G28916A) lead to nonsynonymous substitutions in viral proteins. Four mutations exist in the non-coding region of SARS-CoV-2 genome, including C254T (in 5’ untranslated region), C26326T (in intergenic region between S protein orf3a), G29736T and G29751C (in 3’ untranslated region). 57.1% (16/28 cases) samples have nonsynonymous substitutions: case 1, 2, 7, 8, 10, 17, 25, 27, 28, 29 have one, case 8, 14, 18, 23, 24, 26 have two. These non-silent mutations affected three proteins: ORF1ab (T945I, Q998H, P1158L, K1860N, T2124I, A3070V, L3828F), spike protein (G181V and F156) and nucleocapsid protein (P46S and G214S).
Two mutations have previously been identified in other SARS-CoV-2 isolates. Case 18 has 15 nucleotide deletion between nucleotide 508 to 522, such deletions were also detected in USA-CA6 case (access number MT044258). However, the possibility that case 18 contributes to the new mutation in the cruise can be ruled out because this deletion is absent in the other cruise specimens. The other nonsynonymous mutation (ORF1ab L3606F), G11083T, was also found in USA-AZ1 case earlier on January 22, (accession number EPI_ISL_406223). Later G11083T mutation was also present in WA3-UW1 (Washington, USA, February 27), NY-NYUMC1 (New York City, USA, March 3), and UPHL-01 (Utah Public Health Laboratory, Salt Lake City, March 13) isolates (Accession number EPI_ISL_413025, EPI_ISL_414639, and EPI_ISL_415539).

**Viral origin and transmission**

To investigate the infectious origin and virus transmission process in the cruise, the viral phylodynamics was analyzed using neighbor joining method with or without introducing an outgroup virus (bat coronavirus SARS-WIV16) to allow for genome sequences to be rerooted.\(^8\) Both phylogenetic trees are shown in Figure 1. The data indicates that 50% (14/28) of specimens contain the virus that has already evolved into several subgroups during the shipboard quarantine: case 1/24 (C3099T and G28378T), case 25/26/29 (G11083T), case 6/7 (G11410A and C26326T), case 4/12/27/28 (C29635T), case 2/21/23 (G29736T) (Figure 1A and 1B). Due to G11083T mutation, the clustering of taxa on viral phylogenies is obvious with spatially structured host population between these subgroups (50%, 14/28 cases) (Figure 1A, mutations labeled in colors). This result also indicates that viral transmission occurred more commonly between these subgroups.
So far, it remains uncertain that this single G11083T substitution spontaneously occurred during the quarantine or the patients had been infected outside. Nevertheless, all of the cruise viral samples shared more sequence identity with the WIV4 sequence than with other 143 SARS-CoV-2 isolates in the database. It strongly suggests that these 24 new mutations were generated in the cruise de novo as community infection rather than deriving from multiple geographic origins. This phylogenetic analysis reveals two possibilities of the infectious origin: the SARS-CoV-2 infection (except case 18) in the cruise was originated from (1) a single primary case with WIV04 sequence, then all mutations (including G11083T) occurred de novo during the quarantine, or (2) two simultaneously primary cases, one with WIV04 sequence and the other one with G11083T substitution.

**Natural selection of viral mutations**

Three mutations were present in case 4, 7, 14, and 21, and four in case 24. Case 26 has total 6 nucleotide mutations (Figure 1 and Table 1). Since SARS-CoV-2 accumulates an average of about one to two mutations per month\(^5,20\), the viral mutation rate appears to be much faster than normal with regards to the 3 week quarantine period. This observation leads to the hypothesis that the virus mutation accelerates under selection pressure as opposed to neutral evolution (random) onboard the cruise ship. Because the differences among conspecific SARS-CoV-2 sequences in this study represent transient polymorphisms rather than fixation events along independent lineages over long time scales, the popular tool like dN/dS (\(\omega\)) ratio fail to measure selection pressure accurately\(^21,22\) (see Discussion). To test this hypothesis, Tajima \(D\) statistics was calculated by MEGA software to test neutrality of DNA polymorphisms because it is little affected by the sample size, number of segregation sites, or recombination events\(^{11,23}\). The
Tajima’s $D$ value in the cruise is -2.03 ($p<0.01$), compared to 6.75 among total 140 full length genomic sequences of SARS-CoV-2 isolates currently available. This result indicates that, while other SARS-CoV-2 isolates face balancing selection, the virus in the cruise has evolved under two possible but not exclusive forces generated during the quarantine procedure: (1) purifying or positive selection, and (2) population growth after a recent bottleneck.

These two possibilities were further verified in other neutrality tests, such as Fu and Li’s $D$, and Zeng’s $E$ test\textsuperscript{12,13}. Possibility (1) is evident due to the negative $D$ value ($D= -2.66$, $p<0.01$) calculate by Fu and Li’s test and suggests that the quarantine procedure provided certain evolutionary pressure to generate an excess of singletons. This conclusion is also supported by the fact that the 39.2\% (11/28) of cases contain 15 new mutations (mutations labeled in black in Figure 1A) that has only occurred once so far. Possibility (2) is very likely true because Zeng’s $E$ value ($E= -2.37$, $p<0.01$) is also negative. It is reasonable to assume that viral sequence polymorphisms of SARS-CoV-2 are at an initial stage of evolution rather than the fixation stage in such a short incubation time. The advantage of Zeng’s $E$ value is that this test is not affected by positive selection at various evolution stages but denotes very powerful evidence for the population growth theory\textsuperscript{13}. Taken together, it is reasonable to conclude that SARS-CoV-2 evolves faster during the shipboard quarantine, and the viral evolution is positively correlated to the increase of the selection pressure.

**RNA recombination**

Case 24 and 23 have the identical G11083T mutation as cases 25, 26 and 29 despite the fact that they do not belong to the same group. The similar phenomena is also observed in Japan patients in the cruise: cases 27 and 28 have both C29635T and
G11083T mutations. By assuming the substitution rate of $0.92 \times 10^{-3}$/ site / year as estimated in SARS-CoV-2$^{20}$, it is very unlikely the virus of case 24, 23, 27, and 28 all coincidently mutated the identical nucleotide G11083 into T within 3 weeks. Many coronaviruses are simultaneously maintained in nature, which allows for genetic recombination and results in new virus strains$^{25}$. One rational hypothesis is that RNA recombination occurs in these cases to gain G11083T mutation. However, RNA recombination in SARS-CoV-2 have not been reported after analyzing 113 isolates of SARS-CoV-2 so far$^5$.

To determine whether case 23, 24, 27 and 28 obtain the same G11083T mutation quickly via RNA recombination, HaploView software was used to analyze and visualize the patterns of linkage disequilibrium (LD) between variants with minor alleles of two SARS-CoV-2 strains (Fig. 2). Among samples with the linkage disequilibrium measure ($D'$) value equal to 1 (red squares in Figure 2A), four pairs of mutations show high LOD ($> 3.0$) and $r^2$ value, including C3099/G28378 ($LOD = 4.6, r^2 =1$), G11410/C26326 ($LOD =3.77, r^2 =0.66$), G29736/29751 ($LOD =3.77, r^2 =0.66$), G29751/G11083 (case 23), C3099/G11083, G28378/G11083 (case 24), C254/G29736 (LOD =3.77, $r^2 =0.66$), C254/G29751 (LOD = 4.6, $r^2 =1$) (black squares in Figure 2B and 2C). This data indicates that linkages between double mutations in case 1/24, 6/7, 21/23 are statistically significant ($p < 0.001$ in chi-square test, df =1).

Positive RNA recombination was determined by 95% confidence bounds on $D'$, and "strong recombination" was defined if pairs for which the upper confidence bound on $D'$ is less than 0.9$^{17}$. The upper confidence bounds on $D'$ of C254/G11083, G29726/G11083, G29751/G11083 (case 23), C3099/G11083, G28378/G11083 (case 24), C29635/G11083 (case 27, 28) are 0.86, 0.73, 0.86, 0.86, 0.86, and 0.80, respectively (white squares, Figure 2D). This result strongly supports the hypothesis that G11083T mutation has been
transmitted via RNA recombination in case 23, 24, 27 and 28. It is worthwhile to mention the UPHL-01 case, which has G11083T mutation and unique C26326T is only found in cases 6 and 7 on the cruise but not in other isolates in the world (Figure 1A). The upper confidence bounds on $D'$ of C26326/G11083 is 0.73 (Figure 3D), suggesting that RNA recombination event may have also occurred in UPHL-01 recently.

The haplotype block was obtained by the solid spine of LD method\textsuperscript{16}, each haplotype in a block with its population frequency and connections between block 1 (red) and block 2 (blue) was shown in Figure 3D. The value of multiallelic $D'$ is 65%, which represents the level of recombination between the two blocks. Taken together, these data provide the first evidence of RNA recombination contributes to SARS-CoV-2 mutations, which occurred during shipboard quarantine.

**Novel Viral mutations**

The viral populations in the cruise also generated 11 new variants in the viral proteins, including ORF1ab (NSP3, NSP4, NSP6), and in the viral structural spike and nucleocapsid protein (Table 1). There are 5 missense mutations found in NSP3 protein of ORF1ab: C3099T and G3259T causing the replacement of threonine 945 with isoleucine (T945I, case 1) and glutamine 998 with histidine (Q998H, case 10), respectively. C3738T (case 7) results in proline 1158 changing into leucine (P1158L) in the macro domain, and lysine 1860 mutates to asparagine (K1860N) in papain-like protease (PLpro) due to A5845T (case 17). C6636T causes threonine 2124 converting to isoleucine (T2124I, case 14) in the group 2 marker (G2M) domain. In NSP4 protein, alanine to valine mutation in ORF1ab amino acid 3070 (A3070V) was led by C9474T (case 8). Replacement of leucine 3828 with phenylalanine (L3828F) occurs in NSP6 in case 14 (C11750T). In case 18 (C22033A) and 23 (G22104T), phenylalanine 156 and glycine 181 of coronavirus
spike protein were replaced by leucine and valine (F156L and G181V), respectively. Both proline 46 and glycine 214 change to serine (P46S in RNA binding domain and G214S in arginine-serine domain) in the nucleocapsid protein in case 2 (C28409T) and 26 (G28916A).

It is worthy to note that new viral mutations (G29736T, G29751T) in case 2, 21, 23 are located at the stem loop-II (s2m) motif, an extremely conserved RNA element in the 3’ untranslated region including more than 30 coronaviruses such as SARS\textsuperscript{26} (Figure 3A). Based on the 3D crystal structure of SARS-CoV s2m RNA\textsuperscript{27} (Figure 3B), G29736 and G29751 are equal to essential nucleotides “G13” and “G28” in SARS-CoV s2m. Both nucleotides are essential to form the critical viral RNA structure that mimics ribosomal binding\textsuperscript{27}. Taken together, SARS-Cov-2 in the population during the shipboard quarantine already generated new mutations that may affect viral protein or RNA functions.
Discussion

The shipboard quarantine provides a near-perfect incubation environment to observe the SARS-CoV-2 transmission and adaptation independently from other infectious resources. Thus, it enables researchers to observe viral transmission of SARS-CoV-2 with very little noise. Due to the impact transmission dynamics and selection have on viral genetic variation, viral phylogenies can therefore be used to investigate important epidemiological and evolutionary processes, such as epidemic spread and spatio-temporal dynamics including metapopulation dynamics, zoonotic transmission, tissue tropism, and antigenic drift. This study reports the viral phylodynamics of SARS-CoV-2 from the patients in the shipboard quarantine for 3 weeks period in this February, 2020. The transmission started from either one or two primary cases with WIV04 sequence and / or G29751T mutation, then quickly separated into at least 5 subgroups based on new mutations. Accelerated mutation and increased positive selection of SARA-CoV-2 are evident during the quarantine. Furthermore, RNA recombination also contributes to the increase of mutation rate. This experience should be carefully considered in formulation of new management protocols with respect to a SARA-CoV-2 outbreak in any relatively close quarters, such as shipboard, in submarines, dormitories, hospitals, etc.

Russell et al. estimated case and infection fatality ratios (CFR, IFR) for COVID-19 on the Diamond Princess ship as 2.3% (0.75%-5.3%) and 1.2% (0.38-2.7%). Using mathematical modeling, Mizumoto and Chowell’s estimate of the mean reproduction number in the confined setting reached values as high as ~11, which is higher than mean estimates reported from community-level transmission dynamics in China and Singapore (approximate range: 1.1-7). Their findings suggest that $R_t$ substantially decreased compared to values during the early phase after the Japanese government implemented an
enhanced quarantine control. Most recent estimates of $R_t$ reached values largely below the epidemic threshold, indicating that a secondary outbreak of SARS-CoV-2 was unlikely to occur aboard the Diamond Princess Ship\textsuperscript{32}. Despite the fact that the quarantine averted a lot of infections, the phylogenetics analysis clearly detects viral transmission and RNA recombination occurred more commonly between these subgroups. Our data fit in the coalescent model, which the two lineages are traced back to two genetically distinct variants present at transmission\textsuperscript{24}. However, it can not be ruled out that evolutionary processes also potentially interacted to shape the viral phylogenies. While spatial structure is the most general population structure in phylodynamic analyses as well as in the case of the cruise, SARS-CoV-2 may also have a non-random admixture of attributes including the age, race, and risk behavior, etc.\textsuperscript{28} Because viral transmission can preferentially occur between patients sharing any of these attributes, the real reason(s) for viral transmission between these subgroups require(s) further study. Caution needs to be taken to evaluate whether quarantine in close-quarters also promote virus to mutate more rapidly.

Although the information of the mutation rate is limited in this study due to the relatively small sample size, it is obvious that the virus mutated faster onboard the cruise ship, and the selection pressure is not random based on computational and statistic tools. Despite the simplicity and robustness of $dN/dS$ ratio to measure selection pressure of adaptive evolution, this popular method was not employed here owing to the following reasons: First, $dN/dS$ ratio is defined to describe the relative rate of selected versus neutral fixation events over long time-scales, not transient polymorphisms over short time-scales. Second, it has been shown that $dN/dS$ value in a single population does not follow a monotonic function in proportion to positive selection pressure like diverged
sequences\textsuperscript{22}. Therefore, Tajima’s $D$ test is used because its power is not affected by RNA recombination and various time scales, nor does this test require the outgroup sequence or large sample size\textsuperscript{23}. Fu and Li’ $D$ test is similar but more sensitive when there is an excess of singletons, which are also present in the cruise populations. Zeng’s $E$ test has the advantage because it is almost absent of any power at this early stage of virus transmission, the negative value is mainly contributed by the population growth\textsuperscript{13}. These neutrality statistics all lead to the conclusions that, on the cruise, the virus evolved under strong positive selection or maybe in the process of selective sweeps, which generates beneficial mutation for SARS-CoV-2 to increase its frequency and reach fixation quickly. It has been suggested that human intervention may have placed more severe selective pressure on the L type of SARS-CoV-2, which might be more aggressive and spread more quickly\textsuperscript{5}. Caution needs to be taken to evaluate whether quarantine procedure in a closed community actually provides the incubation for virus to mutate or adapt to human hosts more rapidly.

Although RNA recombination in SARS-CoV-2 was not found previously\textsuperscript{5}, this study provides the first evidence that RNA recombination occurred \textit{de novo} in SARS-CoV-2 genome via LD analysis. Within 3 weeks, case 23, 24, 27 and 28 have gained the same G11083T mutation, suggesting RNA recombination also participates in viral evolution in combination with positive pressure. So far there is no evidence if UPHL-01 case was linked to cruise cases during the viral transmission process or if it acted independently, but RNA recombination of G11803T also occurred in UPHL-01 case, suggesting similar recombination mechanism may also exist in this case. Because G11083T mutation was also later present in other cases WA3-UW1, NY-NYUMC1 in addition to UPHL-01, it
requires attention whether G11083T may increase the fitness of the carrier as a benefit allele in the future.

The 11 missense mutations that affect amino acid in ORF1ab, spike and nucleocapsid proteins were identified in this study. It has been shown that recombination of SARS coronavirus may affect nucleocapsid protein multimerization. In the 3’ untranslated region of viral genomic RNA, s2m is a very well-conserved RNA motif among beta coronaviruses. A possible mechanism has been proposed for SARS viral RNA hijacking of host protein synthesis, both based upon observed s2m RNA macromolecular mimicry of a relevant ribosomal RNA fold. Unique single G29742A or G29742U substitution in s2m motif has been reported in SARA-CoV-2 isolates in Australia. This study reinforces the idea that the conserved s2m domain becomes the hotspot of SARA-CoV-2 mutation. G29736, which is equal to “G13” in SARS-CoV s2m, forms a base triple with A38 and C39 in a seven-nucleotide asymmetric bubble (Figure 3B, green). G29751 acts as “G28” of SARS-CoV s2m, which participates in formation of an essential RNA base quartet composed of two G-C pairs (G19, C20, G28, C31). Such mutations may disrupt RNA structure and thereby alter the viral viability or infectivity dramatically. The possibility that these mutations in viral protein or regulatory RNA regions may enhance adaptation or attenuate virus replication or virulence requires further investigation.
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Figure 1 (A) Phylogenetic tree of the viral sequences from the cruise was generated in MAFFT using the neighbor-joining method. Bootstrap values for 5 replicates are indicated. Same mutations are shown in the same colors. (B) Alignments were generated using MAFFT, and the phylogenetic tree was visualized using FigTree. Rooting was done by introducing bat SARS-like coronavirus WIV16 as an outgroup virus.
Figure 2. Haplotype block organization of SARS-CoV-2 mutations in the cruises. (A) The standard color scheme of HaploView was used to display the strength of LD. The number near slashes at the top of the image shows the coordinate of sites in the genome. Color in the square is given by standard ($D'/\text{LOD}$), and the number in square is $D'$ value. The squares are shown as bright red ($\text{LOD}>2$, $D' = 1$), blue ($\text{LOD}<2$, $D' = 1$), and white ($\text{LOD}<2$, $D' <1$). (B) LD plot with alternate $D'/\text{LOD}$ color scheme. Squares with low LOD and high $D'$ are in shades of pink. Squares with high LOD and $D'$ are in black, which correspond to the double mutations in specific cases (color asterisks). (C) LD plot with $r^2$ values. Squares with $r^2 = 1$ value are in black. (D) LD Plot with confidence bounds color scheme. "Strong evidence recombination" is defined if pairs for which the upper confidence bound on $D'$ is less than 0.9 (white squares). Recombination occurs in the cases 23, 24, 27, 28, and UPHL-1 (asterisks). (E) Numbers next to each haplotype block are haplotype frequencies. Bold lines joining haplotypes from each block represent combined haplotypes with frequencies $>10\%$, and thin lines are for frequencies $>1\%$. In the crossing areas between haplotype blocks, a value of multi-allelic $D'$ is shown to represent the level of recombination between blocks.
Figure 3. (A) Mutations in the SARS-CoV-2 s2m RNA motif in case 2, 21, and 23. Conventional RNA helical base-pairing are indicated in italics. Sequence complements are indicated using color-coded brackets. “G13” and “G28” mutation (according to SARS-CoV\textsuperscript{27}, arrowhead) are shown with purple and orange color, respectively. (B) Schematic representation of the s2m RNA secondary structure of SARS virus, with tertiary structural interactions indicated as long range contacts\textsuperscript{27}.
Table 1. The information of the cruise cases from February 10 to February 25.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virus name</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Accession ID</th>
<th>Specimen source</th>
<th>Collection date</th>
<th>Mutations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-1/2020</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_413606</td>
<td>Nasopharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-17</td>
<td>C3099T (Orf1a T945I), G28378T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-2/2020</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_413607</td>
<td>Nasopharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-18</td>
<td>C28409T (N protein P46S), G29736T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-3/2020</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_413608</td>
<td>Nasopharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-4/2020</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_413609</td>
<td>Nasopharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-21</td>
<td>C1385T, C29230T, C29635T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-5/2020</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_413610</td>
<td>Oropharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-6/2020</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_413611</td>
<td>Nasopharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-21</td>
<td>G11410A, C26326T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-7/2020</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_413612</td>
<td>Nasopharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-17</td>
<td>C3738T (Orf1a P1158L), G11410A, C26326T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-8/2020</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_413613</td>
<td>Nasopharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-17</td>
<td>C9474T (Orf1ab A3070V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-9/2020</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_413614</td>
<td>Nasopharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-10/2020</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_413615</td>
<td>Nasopharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-17</td>
<td>G3259T (Orf1ab Q998H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-11/2020</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_413616</td>
<td>Nasopharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-17</td>
<td>C10036T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-12/2020</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_413617</td>
<td>Oropharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-20</td>
<td>C29635T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-13/2020</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_413618</td>
<td>Nasopharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-14/2020</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_413619</td>
<td>Oropharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-25</td>
<td>C6636T (Orf1ab T2124I), C11750T (Orf1ab L3828F), C11956T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-15/2020</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_413620</td>
<td>Nasopharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-16/2020</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_413621</td>
<td>Nasopharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample ID</td>
<td>Accession</td>
<td>Sample Type</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Other Mutations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-17/2020</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_413622</td>
<td>Nasopharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-24</td>
<td>Deletion 508-22, C22033A (S protein F156L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-18/2020</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_414479</td>
<td>Nasopharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-19/2020</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_414480</td>
<td>Oropharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-21</td>
<td>C254T, G29726T, G29751C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-21/2020</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_414481</td>
<td>Nasopharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-22/2020</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_414482</td>
<td>Nasopharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-18</td>
<td>Deletion 508-22, C22033A (S protein F156L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-23/2020</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_414483</td>
<td>Oropharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-17</td>
<td>C3099T (Orf1a T945I), C10507T, G11083T (Orf1ab L3606F), G28378T</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-24/2020</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_414484</td>
<td>Nasopharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-17</td>
<td>G11083T (Orf1ab L3606F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-25/2020</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_414485</td>
<td>Oropharyngeal swab</td>
<td>2020-02-24</td>
<td>G11083T (Orf1ab L3606F), G28916A (N protein G214S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/USA/CruiseA-26/2020</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_413459</td>
<td>Autopsy (deceased), Bronch and lung</td>
<td>2020-02-20</td>
<td>G11083T (Orf1ab L3606F), C29635T</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/Japan/TK/20-31-3/2020</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_412969</td>
<td>Throat swab</td>
<td>2020-02-10</td>
<td>G11083T (Orf1ab L3606F), C29635T</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCoV-19/Japan/Hu_D_P_Kng_19-027/2020</td>
<td>EPI_ISL_412968</td>
<td>Throat swab</td>
<td>2020-02-10</td>
<td>G11083T (Orf1ab L3606F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>